T HE International Symposium on Software Testing and Analysis (ISSTA) is the premier forum for the presentation of leading edge research results on issues related to software testing and analysis. Every year, ISSTA brings together academics, industrial researchers, and practitioners to exchange new ideas, problems, and experience on how to analyze and test software systems.
specification. The empirical evaluation of the approach shows its effectiveness on a set of real-world Java programs.
The paper "Random Testing: Theoretical Results and Practical Implications," by Andrea Arcuri, Zohaib Iqbal, and Lionel Briand, provides a rigorous discussion of random testing, its benefits and drawbacks. The authors also address, both theoretically and through simulations, several general questions about the efficiency, effectiveness, scalability, and predictability of random testing techniques. Finally, the authors use their results to assess the validity of empirical analyses reported in the literature and derive guidelines for practitioners and researchers interested in using random testing.
In the paper "Mutation-Driven Generation of Unit Tests and Oracles," Gordon Fraser and Andreas Zeller present an automated approach to generating unit tests, including the associated oracles, that are specifically targeted at detecting mutations of object-oriented classes. In this way, their approach produces test suites that are optimized toward finding defects, rather than covering the code. An evaluation of the approach performed on several open source libraries shows that the approach can generate test suites that find significantly more seeded defects than manually written test suites.
The paper "Automatic Detection of Unsafe Dynamic Component Loadings," by Taeho Kwon and Zhendong Su, targets code vulnerabilities that may lead to unintended, or even malicious, components to be loaded at run time. To detect and eliminate such vulnerabilities, the authors perform an analysis based on runtime information collected through binary instrumentation and analyzed to detect vulnerable component loadings. In their evaluation of the approach, the authors show that it can detect vulnerable and unsafe component loadings in popular software running under both Microsoft Windows and Linux.
In the paper "Fault Localization for Dynamic Web Applications," Shay Artzi, Julian Dolby, Frank Tip, and Marco Pistoia present a novel approach for locating faults in modern web applications, combining test generation and fault localization. Specifically, the approach extends existing fault-localization algorithms for use on web applications written in PHP and leverages several test-generation strategies with the aim of maximizing their fault-localization effectiveness. The empirical evaluation of the approach, performed on several open-source PHP applications, shows that the test suites generated by the approach exhibit high fault-localization effectiveness. In 2007, he was ranked among the top-50 Software Engineering scholars in an article published by the Communications of the ACM. He regularly reviews papers for journals such as TSE, TOSEM, STVR, EMSE, and JSME. He is on the editorial board of EMSE and JSME. His current research interests include code analysis, web and object oriented testing, and search-based test case generation.
